
Old Master Painting Unit 
Learn to paint in the style of the Renaissance Artists  

Here is Bob Ross with an inspirational message: 
BOB ROSS REMIX    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLO7tCdBVrA 

 

 
 
 
Follow this document step-by-step and pay attention to due dates!   
Here is a quick summary of the activities you will perform: 
 
Grading:  

 Research/Process Portfolio: 50% of final Grade (35pts) – organization, connections to your 
theme 

 Final Artwork: 50% of final grade (35ts) 

 Testers: Reminder, you are taking your exam now. These will be very good pages.  Always 
include pg #’s, date, headers, penmanship, cite sources, color pics 

 
Context: 

 PP: Watch a Power Point about the Renaissance and take notes 

 PP: Watch videos and perform analysis 

 PP: Discussion: a broader contextual approach – a trip to the National Gallery of Art 

 PP: Choose, then analyze and mimic a painting of an old master to recreate (and 
contemporize) 

 
Craft: 

 Learn vocab about the Old Master Painting Process  

 Learn how to care for materials 

 Receive Brushes to check out 

 Complete a techniques page in your process portfolio 

 Final Artwork: complete a painting in the old master style- after any painting that utilizes this 
process – must relate to your theme. 

 
  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLO7tCdBVrA


Step 1: Watch the Renaissance Power Point under IB1 on my website.  Take notes and answer the 
questions below.  Your purpose is to learn the CONTEXT of the style for which you will be painting.  
 
1 pg only- on basic Renaissance facts – answers are found in the  Renaissance Power Point. 
 

1. Approximate beginning and end dates of Renaissance 
2. Map of Northern and Italian Renaissance (Europe) 
3. Define characteristics of Northern Renaissance 
4. Define characteristics of Italian Renaissance 
5. Define Patron 
6. Who were the Medici? 
7. What architect developed the use of ‘perspective’ to build a church (what church) 
8. How did perspective change art? 
9. What is the role of ‘Humanism’ in Renaissance art 
10. What is the function of art at this time? 

    
Step2 Watch videos on The Old Master Technique, Mona Lisa, and Jan Van Eyck: 1 to 2 pages 
Take notes like this: 

Formal Analysis: How did they create 
the work? Note any use of materials, 
technique, and composition. 

Cultural Significance: What is the ‘story’ of 
the artwork? Consider both its inception as 
well as its story over time.  Was it 
significant or insignificant? 

Function: What function or purpose did these 
works serve for the people who view(ed) it, or for 
the people involved in its creation? What was the 
intent of the artist? 

 
All Students: Documentary: Oil Paint in Venice 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG6NWLxDbNo&list=PLAAEFE618A27E29D2  
 All Students: Jan Van Eyck 

Documentary: Jan van Eyck, Portrait of a Man in a Red Turban (Self-Portrait?), 1433 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9vXathZikM  
Documentary: Van Eyck, Portrait of Giovanni Arnolfini and his Wife, 1434 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U38V_XwaRxM  

All Students: Leonardo da Vinci, “Mona Lisa” 
 Celebrity & Art: Leonardo's "Mona Lisa" 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kQ_p2EZX4Q&index=45&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C  
 
Extra Credit for watching and continuing the notes (1pt per video) 
All Students: Documentary: Oil Paint in Venice 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG6NWLxDbNo&list=PLAAEFE618A27E29D2   
All Student: Jan Van Eyck 

Documentary: Jan van Eyck, Portrait of a Man in a Red Turban (Self-Portrait?), 1433 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9vXathZikM  
Documentary: Van Eyck, Portrait of Giovanni Arnolfini and his Wife, 1434 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U38V_XwaRxM  

All Students: Leonardo da Vinci, “Mona Lisa” 
 Celebrity & Art: Leonardo's "Mona Lisa" 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kQ_p2EZX4Q&index=45&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C  
Leonardo da Vinci, Leonardo da Vinci, The Virgin of the Rocks, c. 1491-1508 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94xKRkCHlv0&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C&index=3  
Leonardo da Vinci, “Lady with an Ermine” 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ODodcVoGT4  
Leonarda da Vinci's Letter to the Duke of Milan 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URcpchlTNBY&index=32&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C  
Botticelli, The Birth of Venus, 1483-85 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdp22elrY7s&list=PLAAEFE618A27E29D2&index=18 
Raphael, Alba Madonna, c. 1510 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ln9VIRiocps&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C&index=5  
Raphael, Madonna of the Goldfinch, 1505-6 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHN0BfowL7s&index=23&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C  
Albrecht Dürer, Self-Portrait, 1500 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoiY6ZLEKaY&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C&index=40   
Correggio, Jupiter and Io 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrBMFNvvOBI&index=31&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C 

Step3 A broader context of painting before and after the advent of the camera 
Notes on the history of painting from a visit to the National Gallery of Art Washington DC 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG6NWLxDbNo&list=PLAAEFE618A27E29D2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9vXathZikM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U38V_XwaRxM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kQ_p2EZX4Q&index=45&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG6NWLxDbNo&list=PLAAEFE618A27E29D2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9vXathZikM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U38V_XwaRxM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kQ_p2EZX4Q&index=45&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94xKRkCHlv0&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ODodcVoGT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URcpchlTNBY&index=32&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdp22elrY7s&list=PLAAEFE618A27E29D2&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ln9VIRiocps&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHN0BfowL7s&index=23&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoiY6ZLEKaY&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C&index=40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrBMFNvvOBI&index=31&list=PL416DFD0E8407318C


Step 4 About our materials, process, & clean-up: either print & include in PP or draw and take notes 
 

About brushes-they can be natural hair or synthetic 

 
 
Care for brushes: 

 Never leave them unused with paint on them for any amount of time 

 Never leave them in a container of water bristle down 

 Always clean your brush with cool water and soap at end of day – be sure to clean all the way 
up to the Ferrule and reshape them. 

 
 
Daily Set-up: 

 Brushes, clean water, paper towel, paint clothes, palette of paints, paints! 

 Cover table 

 
 
 
 

Daily Clean-up: 

 Clean brush as described above 

 Cover pallete in ziplock bag or reusable cover 

 Clean table 

 No paint down sink – wipe out into the garbage then rinse 

 Clean sink and return cups 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



About painting surfaces: 
 

 
 
 

--------------------------Ground 
------------------------Support 
------------------------Support 

 

 

SUPPORT SELECTION 

What is a Support? 

The term "support" refers to any material onto which paint is applied. Canvas, wood, and paper are 

common painting supports 

 Cave walls and animal skins were among the first supports.  

 Plaster frescos 

 wooden panels later became prominent,  

 which eventually gave way to linen and cotton canvases.  

 Today's most common supports include acid-free papers, illustration board, cotton canvas, 

linen, polyester canvas, masonite, aluminum, and various wood panels and plywoods.  

Choosing a Support 

Each artist must choose the support that best suits his or her needs. The ability to roll a piece of artwork 

may be required for transportation or other reasons. Thicker paintings require a sturdier support; in this 

case, a timber support may be in order.  

Grounds and Gesso and Primer    

A ground is used with both acrylic and oil paints to create an absorbent, primed surface on which 

paints will properly bind to canvas or another flexible support.  

 Grounds are usually white, enabling light to reflect from the surface.  

 According to the excellent painting text, Painting as a Language by Jean Robertson and Craig 

McDaniel, priming is the accurate description of the entire process of preparing a support  

 Contemporary artists use Gesso, and sometimes use several layers to get the smoothest surface 

– this can be achieved by sanding the surface so no texture shows through 

 

Priming the Support   
What is a Primer? A primer is a foundation layer that improves paint adhesion onto the support.  

 Acrylic Gesso is an excellent primer for most natural substrates such as canvas and wood, yet 

there are great variances between manufacturer's products. Some gessoes, such as "Student 

Grade Gesso," contain low acrylic levels and high solid and water levels. Acrylic Gesso can be 

used for acrylic, watercolor, tempera, gouache, casein, alkyd and oil paints.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



What is Oil Paint? 

 Thins with Solvents such as odorless mineral spirits 

 Pigment suspended in a vehicle-----Vehicle: linseed oil, walnut oil, etc 

 

 
 

Where Do Pigments Come From? 

 Early pigments came from natural sources.  

 Yellow ochre originated from clay earth that contained a yellowish mineral called goethite. 

 Red-tinted iron oxides mixed with clay made red ochre.  

 Raw umber also came directly from the ground. 

 Artists made blue indigo pigment from the indigo plant's leaves.  

 Madder plant roots gave madder lake paint its signature crimson hue. 

 Certain beetles released crimson color when crushed, and the ground bugs colored carmine lake 

pigments.  

 Modern synthetic substitutes have replaced many of the old pigment sources. 

 

 Acrylic Paint - thin with water! 

 A fast drying paint containing pigment suspension in acrylic polymer emulsion.  

 Acrylic paints can be diluted with water, but becomes water-resistant when dry.  

 Depending on how much the paint is diluted (with water) or modified with acrylic gels, media, 

or pastes, the finished acrylic painting can resemble a watercolor or an oil painting, or have its 

own unique characteristics not attainable with other media. 

 

History of Acrylic Paints 

 Leonard Bocour and Sam Golden between 1946 and 1949 had invented a solution acrylic paint 

under the brand Magna paint. These were mineral spirit-based paints. Acrylics were first made 

commercially available in the 1950s. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paint
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acrylic_resin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emulsion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watercolor_painting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_painting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Bocour
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sam_Golden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magna_paint
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mineral_spirits
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Indian_pigments.jpg


Step5    Define “Glaze” and “Scumble” Techniques 

 Watch this video:  Oil Painting Techniques: Dead Colours, Glazing, Scumbling 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POKRU4A6Fl8  

 Pictured below is the progression of the Old Master process.  The painting is initially painted 
monochromatically, then transparent glazes of color is added.   

 
 

 Here is an image of scumbling skin tones.  Scumble can lighten or darken the color beneath. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POKRU4A6Fl8


Step6    Color Mixing:  color wheel, tint and shade scales, saturation scales 
 
1 Color Wheel  

 Label the wheel with the following vocab: each hue (color) name, if primary, if secondary,  
if intermediate (tertiary), if cool, if warm 

 Use Glaze Technique for Secondary and Intermediate Colors.  For example, to make purple you 
would paint red, then glaze blue over.  For Blue Violet, you would glaze blue over 
violet……typically paint light to dark.   

 

 
 



 
 

Step7  Create the tomato below using the Old Master Process 

Scroll to last page to see your painting requirements 

Watch the following videos  

 Oranges1- Sketch & Underpainting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xg2AneidNuU  

 Oranges #2 - Glazing Shadows/ Laying in Color 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPjg2m5b92A  

 Oranges #3 - Oil Painting/ Glazing/ Detail and Highlights 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4sSnmrZs8E  

 Painting Process a Portrait - Glazing Over Underpainting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YneYoAhdE2A  

 How to Glaze an Oil Portrait for Beginners Course 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2zw1WyXeLE  

 
 

  
  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xg2AneidNuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPjg2m5b92A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4sSnmrZs8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YneYoAhdE2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2zw1WyXeLE


Process Example #1 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 
 

Process Example #2 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 



Final Requirements for Your Painting  
 

 

1. Your work is accurately drawn and looks like your reference 

 

2. You have employed all the steps of a renaissance era painting. 

a. Draw your composition with light graphite or charcoal 

b. Underpainting – use medium and blue or umber.  This is called Grisaille – Creating a 

Toned Ground – an underpainting focusing on values, underwear for your painting! 

c. Block in – painting in general colors with transparent paint using our medium. 

d. Glaze shadows– transparent layers of paint using a medium which mix optically. Light 

over dark (like watercolors) 

e. Scumble texture with opaque paint– dragging opaque paint over a textured and dry 

layer of paint, light over dark OR dark over light.  Use paint slightly darker or lighter 

than the one scumbled over. 

f. Sfumato – smokey blurred lines, lack of hard edges – with either glazes of darker colors 

or scumbling darker colors---may be accomplished by scumble or glaze 

g. Add opaque highlights 

3. Your brushwork is not visible 

  

 

 

 


